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Question 1. [8 marks]

Part (a) [3 marks]
Convert the binary representation 1001111 to its decimal representation, briefly showing your steps.

Part (b) [3 marks]
The number 6000 has the binary representation 1011010110000. Use that to determine the binary representations of 3000, 12000, and 12003, briefly showing/describing your reasoning.

Part (c) [2 marks]
The binary representation of 16383 is 111111111111111 [that has fourteen 1s in it]. Use that to determine the binary representation of 16384, briefly showing/describing your reasoning.

Question 2. [10 marks]
Consider the function c:

; c : number -> image
(define c n)
  (cond [(zero? n) (circle 10 "outline" "black")]
        [else (above (c (sub1 n))
                    (beside (c (sub1 n))
                        (square (image-width (c (sub1 n))) "outline" "black")
                        (c (sub1 n)))
                    (c (sub1 n)))]))
Part (a) [4 marks]
Draw the values of (c 0) and (c 1):

Part (b) [6 marks]
Draw the values of (c 2) and (c 3):
Question 3. [17 marks]
Consider the following check-expects describing two functions `prepend-0` and `prepend-1`:

(check-expect (prepend-0 (list 1 0 1)) (list 0 1 0 1))
(check-expect (prepend-0 (list 0 0 1)) (list 0 0 0 1))

(check-expect (prepend-1 (list 1 0 1)) (list 1 1 0 1))
(check-expect (prepend-1 (list 0 0 1)) (list 1 0 0 1))

Part (a) [4 marks]
Define those functions `prepend-0` and `prepend-1`, including their contracts.

Part (b) [4 marks]
Consider the following check-expects describing a function `count`:

(check-expect (count 1) (list (list)))

(check-expect (count 2) (list (list 0)
  (list 1)))

(check-expect (count 4) (list (list 0 0)
  (list 0 1)
  (list 1 0)
  (list 1 1)))

(check-expect (count 8) (list (list 0 0 0)
  (list 0 0 1)
  (list 0 1 0)
  (list 0 1 1)
  (list 1 0 0)
  (list 1 0 1)
  (list 1 1 0)
  (list 1 1 1)))
Complete the following as a “design” check-expect by using \texttt{(count 4)} and the functions \texttt{prepend-0} and \texttt{prepend-1}:

\texttt{(check-expect (count 8)}

\textbf{Part (c) [9 MARKS]}

Define the function \texttt{count}, including its contract.

You may assume the input is a power of 2.
Question 4. [12 marks]
Consider the function d:

(define (d LLL)
  (cond [(list? LLL) (+ 1 (apply max (map d LLL)))]
        [else 0]))

Part (a) [3 marks]
Show the values of the following expressions:

(d "a")

(d (list "b" "c" "d"))

Part (b) [5 marks]
Show the value of the following expression.
Show [at least] every intermediate step immediately before and after apply or map is used, except you may use the result values from Part (a) without showing their steps here.

(d (list "a" (list "b" "c" "d")))
Part (c) [4 marks]
Determine the value of the following expression. Include a [possibly brief] explanation for how you determined the value, for example by showing some intermediate steps, or explaining it in words.

(d (list (list "a"
            (list "b"
             "c"))
       (list "d"
            (list (list "e"
                 "f")
                 "g"))))
Question 5. [10 marks]
Consider the following definitions:

; C : number -> image  (define (C n)
  (cond [(= n 0) (circle 10 "outline" "black")]
        [else (circle 10 "solid" "black")]))

(define-struct status (a b))

; draw : status -> image  (define (draw s)
  (beside (C (status-a s)) (C (status-b s))))

; update : status -> status  (define (update s)
  (cond [(= (status-a s) 0) (make-status 1 0)]
       [(= (status-b s) 1) (make-status 0 0)]
       [else (make-status (status-a s)
                           (+ 1 (status-b s)))]))

Part (a) [6 marks]
Show the values of each of the following expressions:

(C 0)

(C 1)

(draw (make-status 0 0))

(update (make-status 0 0))
Part (b) [4 marks]
For the following big-bang expression show four frames of the animation.
Include a brief explanation of how you determined each value, for example by showing some intermediate steps, or explaining it in words.

(big-bang (make-status 0 0)
    [to-draw draw]
    [on-tick update])
Question 6. [12 marks]
Consider the following definitions.

```
(define image
  (beside (square 2 "solid" "black") (square 2 "solid" (make-color 128 128 128 255))))
```

; List of the 'color's in 'image', starting with the first row, then the second row, etc.
(define pixels (image->color-list image))

Part (a) [6 marks]
Show the values of each of the following expressions:

```lisp
image
```

```
(length pixels)
```

```
(first pixels)
```

```
(first (reverse pixels))
```

```lisp
pixels
da
```
Part (b)  [6 marks]
Determine the values of each of the following expressions. Include a brief explanation of how you determined each value, for example by showing some intermediate steps, or explaining it in words. Draw the results large enough to clearly show the pixels.

(color-list->bitmap (append pixels pixels) 4 4)

(color-list->bitmap (append pixels pixels) 8 2)

(color-list->bitmap (append pixels pixels) 2 8)

(color-list->bitmap (apply append (map list pixels pixels)) 8 2)
Question 7. [6 marks]
Show the values of the three non-definition expressions below:

(map list
  (list 1 2 3)
  (list 4 5 6))

(apply append
  (map list
    (list 1 2 3)
    (list 4 5 6)))

(define LLL (list "a" (list "b" "c")))

(apply append
  (map list
    LLL
    LLL))
Reminders.

The intermediate steps for map and apply:

\[(\text{map } f \ (\text{list } a \ b \ c \ ...))\]

\[(\text{list } (f \ a) \ (f \ b) \ (f \ c) \ ...)\]

\[(\text{map } f \ (\text{list } a-0 \ b-0 \ c-0 \ ...))\]

\[(\text{list } a-1 \ b-1 \ c-1 \ ...))\]

\[(\text{list } (f \ a-0 \ a-1) \ (f \ b-0 \ b-1) \ (f \ c-0 \ c-1) \ ...)\]

\[(\text{apply } f \ (\text{list } a \ b \ c \ ...))\]

\[(f \ a \ b \ c \ ...)\]

The function max has contract:

\[\text{max : number number ... -> number}\]

\[(\text{max } a \ b \ c \ ...)\] is the maximum of the numbers a, b, c, ...

The function sub1:

\[(\text{check-expect } (\text{sub1 } 104) 103)\]

The function make-color has contract:

\[\text{make-color : number number number number -> color}\]

\[(\text{make-color red green blue opacity})\] is the color with the given red, green, and blue intensities, and amount of opacity. Those amounts are numbers in \((\text{range } 0 \ 256 \ 1)\).

The function color-list->bitmap has contract:

\[\text{color-list->bitmap : list-of-colors number number -> image}\]

\[(\text{color-list->bitmap a-list-of-colors a-width a-height})\] is the image made by putting the colors from a-list-of-colors into a rectangle of width a-width and height a-height, row by row.
Use the space on this “blank” page for scratch work, or for any answer that did not fit elsewhere.

Clearly label each such answer with the appropriate question and part number.
Please write nothing on this page.